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Story

• A special read-aloud book for the whole family

• Exciting, funny and action-packed – perfect for little adventurers

• Awarded an average of 5 stars on Amazon, with enthusiastic reader reviews

• Top themes: friends, family and adventure in form of a detective story!

• An atmospheric read-aloud adventure for little heroes – boys and girls!

• Lovingly and detailled colour illustrations

A new adventure awaits Zorro the pug in Vol. 3. There is great excitement in Little Dozington: out of the

blue, Zorro has received a letter from a long way away. His pug family are going on a treasure hunt, and

they want him to come too! Together with his best friend Hamsterina, Zorro sets sail in a home-made boat.

Nothing fazes this plucky hero and his resourceful hamster friend! The pair eventually reach the island of

golden treasures. But the biggest treasure is already there: Zorro’s family!
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“[…] a lot of fantasy, humour, and a great text-illustration ratio, with original characters, surprising twists and

little gags for reading adults.”

German Foundation forReading

“Child-oriented, funny, and filled with ideas that remunerate the reading.”

Eva Maus, Eselsohr

“Katharina Bendixen tells the 120 page long story with many variants, so that both independently reading

children and reading parents enjoy the story.”

Laura Ramoser, Kreuzer

“Hilarious story full of funny ideas and original characters.”

knax.de

“Funny adventure with a loveable and clumsy hero.”

Eva Fauth, Duda

“An animalistic adventure fun.”

familien-welt.de

More titles in this series

Zorro the Pug – Adventures in the Fearsome

Forest (Vol.1)

Zorro the Pug – The Hero of Summersea (Vol. 2)
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